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Scholarship Program in Veterinary Public Service Established

Robert F. Fairchild, New York, NY, has established the Lois F. Fairchild Scholarship Program in Veterinary Public Service at the School of Veterinary Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania.

The scholarship program, in honor of Mr. Fairchild's mother who cared greatly for animals and their welfare, is the first such program in a veterinary school. It is designed to encourage veterinarians to enter the field of public practice or service as a career goal.

Mr. Fairchild's motive toestablish the endowment stemmed from the blending of his family's lifelong interests, coupled with a suggestion made by the family veterinarian, who commented that "the veterinary profession needs to attract young people to public service, where their skills are critically needed." During their lives, his father was deeply committed to education, while his mother was devoted to animals. Mr. Fairchild, as an alumnus of The College of Arts and Sciences, has close ties with the University.

The endowment which comes from the estate of Mr. Edgar W. B. Fairchild, provides for tuition aid for one junior and one senior student who have a strong commitment to public service. Scholarship recipients are required to practice in the public sector for at least one year following graduation. Areas of employment include such diverse areas as: epidemiology/public health; direct animal care for humane/SPCA organizations (an internship here is not considered appropriate public practice); Peace Corps; Native American Projects of the AVMA; federal/local government services; zoos and wildlife organizations; service to Seeing Eye organizations; and, World Health Organization.

"We are enthusiastic about the Lois F. Fairchild Scholarship Program in Veterinary Public Health," said Dean Edwin J. Andrews. "We are committed to broadening the ways in which veterinary medicine is integrated into a global society and this program challenges us to expand our collective recognition and understanding of public service. Scholarship recipients are required to practice in the public sector for at least one year following graduation. Areas of employment include such diverse areas as: epidemiology/public health; direct animal care for humane/SPCA organizations (an internship here is not considered appropriate public practice); Peace Corps; Native American Projects of the AVMA; federal/local government services; zoos and wildlife organizations; service to Seeing Eye organizations; and, World Health Organization."

From the Dean

Each year individual, as well as societal perceptions of the world around us change; it has been argued that "perception is reality." Which have been more aware of our environment, more accepting of other cultures and norms, and more willing to challenge dogma and the status quo, so too have we focused on our responsibilities toward animals.

The following is a quotation from a recent report of a working party for the Council for Science and Society in Great Britain. The quotation is found in a 1991 paper entitled "Animals in Society, published by the Oxford University Press (1988). "It is one of the moral assumptions of our society (and of many others) that a duty exists to protect all animals. However, we must address, clearly, the limits on what may be done to them in order to satisfy human needs and desires. It is not necessary to invest animals with rights in order to assert and enforce that duty. The duty arises from the intellectual and moral perceptions which are a product of human nature."

Proposed State Funding Cuts

Governor Casey's proposed reduction in the University's state appropriation has forced Penn to plan adjustments in its FY '92 budget. University President Hackney said the adjustments, he announced, mean postponement of new construction and renovation, some reduction in faculty and staff, and a tuition increase a bit larger than planned.

The governor proposed a 49 percent cut—$18.6 million in Penn's FY '92 appropriation, which was to have been $37.6 million. "The risk to the University is real and it requires important programmatic and financial choices. But above all, the academic mission and quality of the University must be preserved," Hackney said.

Governor Casey proposed that Penn's 107-year-old Veterinary School - the only one in the Commonwealth - lose nearly $7 million of its appropriation. "For one year, the University will underwrite the vet school" by absorbing nearly $6 million of the shortfall, Hackney pledged. "But if the appropriation is not restored, we will have to decide whether we can afford to continue the school's operations."

"We will aggressively seek restoration of the full appropriation to the University, which was to have matched the FY '91 level," Hackney said. "However, we must address this difficulty with the assumption that the cuts may not be restored and that, given the climate in Harrisburg, the entire appropriation may be at risk over the next few years."

Hackney outlined Penn's plan to accommodate the proposed appropriations cut. At least 300 positions will be cut, beginning immediately and continuing through 1992. The reduction in Penn's workforce, to be carried out by each school and administrative area, will be achieved through a combination of attrition, reassignment, retirement, and layoffs, all directly related to cuts in programs and services.

The University also needs to plan for a $6 million deficit in FY '92, brought about by the proposed appropriations cut; it will be Penn's first unbalanced budget in 15 years.

The Commonwealth's appropriations process begins with the Governor's proposals and continues over the next several months. Legislative committees take testimony, consider their own preferences, negotiate compromises, and eventually agree on amounts acceptable to both the Senate and House. Given the Commonwealth's grim financial picture and Governor Casey's stark proposal, the process may not be completed until late fall, after the first semester of the 1992-93 academic year is well under way.

Our alumni, friends, and clients will hear from the School shortly. We will ask that they contact their state legislators to point out how devastating the proposed cuts are to the Veterinary School. Since the state appropriation for FY 91 is $15 million, the proposed $7 million cut for FY 92 from an operating budget of $45 million is catastrophic. We need your help. We hope you will assist us by writing your state representatives in Harrisburg and tell them how important the School is, not only to you, but also to the Commonwealth. (reprinted in part from Compass, Vol. 2, No. 13)